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Abstract. Cohesive elasticity is the grade-3 theory of elasticity developed by Mind-
lin in 1965. It has a modulus of cohesion that gives rise to surface-tension. The
concept of adhesion is introduced, and interfacial energies and energy of adhesion are
defined. The interfacial energy solution may also be used to define a grain boundary
energy. Also presented are the thin film energy and the concept of an interface-phase.
The stretching of a thin film is analyzed in detail; and it is found that the apparent
Young's modulus obtained from a film is higher than that obtained from a plate.

1. Introduction. Every continuum field theory contains only a limited amount of
physics, and even the limited amount of physics is very often only of a phenomeno-
logical nature in the sense that the various constants employed in the theory are
closely related to but not directly derived from more fundamental physical parame-
ters. It could be argued that Young's modulus should be directly derived from more
fundamental bonding forces, but the "correct" Young's modulus has always been di-
rectly measured from a tension test. It is hard to define the exact physics content
of the theory of elasticity, but it is perhaps reasonable to say that most of the so-
called micromechanics phenomena we are so eager to understand are not derivable
from the limited amount of physics that was built in elasticity. When the implica-
tions of a continuum theory have been exhaustively revealed by the mathematical
solutions to the associated field equations, additional mathematical manipulations
become redundant even though new solutions will always be of usefulness.

In terms of a lattice theory, elasticity incorporates only the nearest neighbor in-
teractions, and that is it. The theory does not have an intrinsic length scale and, as
a result, a 30cm slab behaves the same as a 40/zm film, and there is no difference
between a microcrack and a geological fault. An intrinsic length scale appears when
the forces between particles are extended to include first, second, and rcth neighbor
interactions. Moreover, an initial, homogeneous, self-equilibrating stress will lead to
surface tension (Toupin and Gazis [25], Gazis and Wallis [10]). The surface-tension
solution is of a boundary-layer type, and the associated decay constant has been es-
timated from electron-diffraction data obtained by Germer, MacRae, and Hartman
[11]- 
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The continuum version of the «th neighbor-interaction lattice theory is the so-
called grade- n theory. If the strain energy-density is assumed to depend on the
rotation-gradient, in addition to the strain, there results the couple stress theory. A
complete grade-2 theory depends on all eighteen components of the strain-gradient,
and the additional stress quantity is sometimes termed the double stress (Toupin
[24]). The inclusion of yet a third gradient, which has thirty independent compo-
nents, leads to a grade-3 theory and the associated new stress quantity is sometimes
termed the triple stress (Mindlin [17]). There is also a very general theory that in-
cludes strain-gradients of any order (Green and Rivlin [12]).

Couple stress and higher-order gradient theories were popular topics of research
in the sixties, and Mindlin's work is most noteworthy in that his goal was specifi-
cally targeted at understanding the effect of microstructures on the failure of solids
(Mindlin [15-19]; Mindlin and Eshel [20]). In particular, and to the best of our
knowledge, his grade-3 theory (Mindlin [17]) is the only continuum theory that is
fully developed and has the capability of defining surface phenomena via nontrivial
displacement fields. The most important concept of this theory is a new constant
called the modulus of cohesion, which is essentially an initial, homogeneous, self-
equilibrating triple stress. It is for this most important constant that we have coined
the name cohesive elasticity to stress the significance of the theory.

The availability of self-equilibrating states is fully exploited in this paper. In
addition to surface free energy, which was considered by Mindlin, we have introduced
the concept of an adhesive joint to define various interfacial energies and energy of
adhesion. When suitably defined, an interfacial energy becomes the grain boundary
energy. Also introduced are the thin film energy and the concept of an interface-
phase. The stretching of a thin film is analyzed at the end. It is shown that the
apparent Young's modulus obtained from a film is higher than that obtained from a
slab.

The basic equations are first recapitulated in a dimensionless form. Stress func-
tion representations are then presented in terms of solutions to thirteen uncoupled
second-order equations. A complete boundary-layer solution is obtained for a regular
boundary, and several significant, outstanding problems are outlined at the end.

2. Notation. We consider vectors in three-dimensional Euclidean space. Such
vectors will be denoted by lowercase boldface letters (a, b, n, etc.). Let e, , e2, e3
denote the unit vectors in the directions of the three coordinate axes z, , z2, z3 of
a rectangular right-handed cartesian system with origin 0. The position vector of a
point P relative to 0 is denoted by z.

In addition to scalar product a • b and vector product a x b of the two vectors
a and b, the dyadic product is written a <8> b, which, in case of no confusion, is
also written ab. A second-order cartesian tensor T can be expressed as a linear
combination of unit dyads, so that it takes the form

T =TiJei®ej, (2.1)

where the summation convention is employed. As a rule, we shall use boldface
capitals to denote cartesian tensors of second (and higher) order. Moreover, an
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overscript is used to denote the order. Thus, a cartesian tensor of order n can be
expressed in components as

(2.2)
n indices n factors

n m n m
The inner product A • B and outer product A <g> B are illustrated by

A B = AijBjkei®ek, (2.3)
2 2
A ® B = AjjBklei ® ey. ®ek®er (2.4)

n m
In addition, the rule of contraction A * B of tensors is illustrated by

(a,a2) * (bjb2b3) = (a, • b1)(a2 • b2)b3, (2.5)
(aia2a3) * (b,b2) = ai(a2 • bi)(a3 • b2), (2.6)

(a,a2a3) * (b,b,b3) = (a, • b,)(a2 • b2)(a3 • b3), (2.7)

where, for example, (a(a2) = a, ®a2 . For convenience, the dyadic product indicator
<g> will not be explicitly shown in places where no apparent confusion will result from
the omission.

The theory developed by Mindlin involves a material length-scale /, which is
assumed to be much smaller than the geometric length-scale L associated with a
problem. The ratio e = l/L plays a key role in the theory, as well as in the en-
suing asymptotic analyses and results. It is for this reason that we have chosen to
recapitulate the theory in a dimensionless form.

Throughout this paper the length-scale L is prefixed so that, e.g.,

Dim.z = Lz,

and hence z. are dimensionless. Let /u be the shear modulus. The force-scale
used throughout this paper is just L2n . Also, the notation Dim.( ) is used to mean
dimensional form of ( ), instead of dimension of ( ).

3. Governing equations. Let u(z) be the dimensionless displacement vector. Fol-
lowing the original work of Mindlin [17], the dimensionless strain energy-density,
W, is assumed to be a function of three displacement-gradient tensors,

W=W( E,E,E), (3.1)1

where

E = I(Vu + uV), Eij = {(ui j + Uj t), (3.2)

E = VVu, Eijk = uktj, (3.3)

1 Multiply W by n to recover its dimension.
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E = VWu, Eijkl = ul ijk, (3.4)2
and V is the gradient operator in the dimensionless z. The symmetry properties of
the above are self-explanatory.

The variation of the total strain energy, in a (dimensionless) volume V, with
arbitrary variation of u, is

S [ Wdu= f [T * (V<Ju) + T * (VV<Su) + T * (WV<Su)] , (3.5)
Jv Jv

where dv = dzidz2dz3 and

T = dW/dE, T = dW/d E, T = dW/di. (3.6)3
The right-hand side of (3.5) may be reduced to include a surface integral by appli-
cation of the chain rule of differentiation and the divergence theorem. In doing so,
however, additional caution must be taken to recognize the fact that VJu, together
with other similar terms, is not independent of on the (dimensionless) surface
dV of the volume V.

A number of surface operations and surface operators are needed to complete the
desired reduction. Let n be the unit normal to dV and pointing away from V.
The following are applicable and defined on 9K :

V<5u = n<9n<5u + V°<5u, (3.7)
Sn = n-V, (3.8)

V° = (I — nn) • V , (3.9)

v' = n(v°.n) —V°= + V° , (3.10)

where I is the unit tensor and (1//?! + 1//?•,) the mean curvature of the surface.
It is noted that for a flat surface, V' is just the negative of V° , the plane gradient
operator.

Using the above relations, from (3.5) we obtain

where

Wdv= -J {V • [T - V • T + V • (V • T)]} •

+ f [t • <Su + t • dnSu + t • d~du\ da ,
J <) v

0 2 3 4 . . 4
t = n ■ [T - V • T + (VV) * T] + V ■ [V • (n • T)]

+ V ■ {n • [T - V • T] - (V°n) • [(nn) * T]},

(3.ii;

(3.12)

i
t = (nn) * (T - V • T) + n • [V • (n ■ T)] + V • [(nn) * T], (3.13)

2 Multiply E by L "+2 to recover its dimension.
3 • n n—2

Multiply T by [iL to recover its dimension.
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t = (nnn)*T, (3.14)4

are the generalized surface traction vectors associated with the generalized surface
kinematic vectors u, <9nii, and dnu, respectively. The Generalized Principle of
Stationary Potential Energy and stress-equation of equilibrium are

S [ W du = f f-Sudv+ [ [t • <Su + t • dnSu + t • d„Su]da, (3.15)
Jv Jv JdV

V • [T — V • T + (VV) * T] + f = 0. (3.16)

For homogeneous and isotropic materials, the following 2nd degree polynomial
W was deduced by Mindlin:

W = + ^ 0 >ijj

+ e [a,EijJEikk + a2EnkEkjj + a3EjikEjjk + a4EijkEijk + a5EjjkEkji]

+ £ [P\EiijjEkkll + p2EijkkEijll + PiEiijkEjkll

+ PAEiijkEllkj + PiEiijkElljk + P(,EijklEijkl + PlEijklEjkli\

+ e2[y, EuEjjkk + y2EijEijkk + yiEtjEkkjj] (3-17)5

where e = l/L,

(3 - (general and plane strain),
3- v , . . .... 6 (3-18)
   (plane stress oi elasticity),

and v is Poisson's ratio. All the remaining constants are expressed in dimensionless
form via pi and a material length-scale /, which is assumed to be small so that
e « 1 . We shall refer to e as the small parameter from time to time. For example,
as the small parameter tends to zero, (3.17) tends to the strain energy-density of
the theory of linear elasticity. All important mathematical and physical implications
of the assumed W may be found in Mindlin's original work and are amplified by
the explicit introduction of / and e . Finally, the material constants introduced by
Mindlin are

{an,b„bn,cn} = p{l2an,l2p0,lApn,l2yn}.

From (3.6) and (3.17) follow the constitutive equations:

2TPQ 2£™+W\E"5"+ £ V\E,ujsPq + hEPqu + \y^EuPq + EaJ , (3.19)

Tpqr = *WW + EM + WW + 2Eru\P + Eu<,SPr)
+ 2«3Eijpq + 2«4E„qr + «5(Erqp + Erpq)], (3-20)

4 n ...Multiply t by //L to recover its dimension.
5 2 2The dimensional forms of the various terms are illustrated by, e.g., fi0Eijjj —> (nl f}0)(Elijj/L1).
6 The meaning of plane stress in the new theory should be reexamined.
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Tpqrs = £ {f^lEiijj^pqrs + \f*2EjkifijkpqrslP^E iijk + Eiikj^jkpqrs + 2EjsifijpqA
+ 1^4EiisjSjpqr + \^E,ijs5,pqr + 2P(,Epqrs + 3^7 (Eqrsp + ^rsp? + £5P«r)}

(3.21)
+ £ [ 3 ̂ 1 A,?/-.s + 3 ̂ 2E ij3 ijpqrs + 3 ̂ 3^;^;/)(/J + £ l^O^pqrs

where is the Kronecker delta and

^ijki = ^ij^ki + ^ik^ji + ^n^jk ' (3.22)

6ijklmn = 5ikdjlSmn + S,kSjmSln + SilSjmdkn• (3*23)
n n

The symmetry of T follows from that of E, and the very last term of (3.21) was
identified by Mindlin as a cohesive force that gives rise to surface tension. As we
shall see, it also gives rise to interface-phase and interphase-interface energies.

Let W*[n\ be the total elastic energy. Then (3.17)—(3.21) lead to the conclusion
that

r 1 2 f 2 \ f 2 2 33 44
W — / Wdv = -£ p0 / V V -udv + - / (T*E + T*E + T*E)d^, (3.24)

JV 2 Jy 1 Jy
where the appearance of the first integral is a result of the fact that the /?0-term in W
is linear in Ejjjj . The second volume integral may be converted into a surface integral
by following the steps from (3.6)—(3.11), and the net outcome is the Generalized
Clapeyron's Theorem

2 [ W dv = I f • u dv + e~ P0 [ V"V - udv + [ [t-u + t • dnu + t • cTu] da . (3.25)
JV JV JV JdV

Finally, the total potential energy U* of the system is

U* = W* - f f • udv - [ [t-u + t • dnu + t • d2nv] da . (3.26)
J V Jd V

0 1 2
It follows from the above that if there are no extremal forces, i.e., if t, t, t, and

f are identically zero, then the total potential energy is merely

u* = w* = L2p0 [ V2V-u{e)dv = L2p0 [ dnv-u{e)da, (3.27)
^ JV JdV

where u = u(< 1, if it exists, is a self-equilibrating state. The total potential energy of
the system, (3.26), is the free energy, either the Gibbs free energy or the Helmholtz
free energy. When a traction-free surface is the source of the disturbance, the free
energy is (3.27). It follows that the dimensionless surface free energy per unit surface
area Fs is given by

Fs = I£2PodnV-u{e)> (3-28)
the dimensional form of which is termed the surface tension by Mindlin. We shall
see that (3.26) can be used to define many surface related energies.

The displacement equation of equilibrium deduced from (3.16)—(3.21) is

^|dJ,D;2VV • u - D22lD222V x V x u + f = 0, (3.29)
K — 1
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d\ = 1 — e2Q,2 v2, A = 1, 2; n= 1, 2; (3.30)

,K + 1 2
1 'K - 1

2——= a — 2y ± / T \2 /I + 1(a - 2y) -40 —y
1/2

(3.31)

24 = - y3 ± [(a - y3)2 - 4/?']1/2 (3.32)
in which A = 1, 2; and

ot = 2(g:j + q.2 H~ ̂3 + ^4 -l~ ̂ 5) > o = 2(0:3 + a4),

0 = 2(^+0, + /], + £4 + /f5 + fl,+/*7), p' = 2{/l5 +pb), (3.33)
y = ?i + ^ ^ •

As the small parameter e tends to zero, (3.29) reduces to the displacement equation
of equilibrium of the theory of elasticity.

As it was pointed out by Mindlin that the conditions for positive W do not include
relations between a (or a) and /?, y (or /?', y3) and hence, supply no indications
of the character, real or complex, of the four constants alfi. In all the specific
solutions considered in the sequel, the a; will be treated as if they were real and
positive; but complex aA are equally admissible. The character, real or complex,
of the four constants ak dictates the behavior of the field variables. On the other
hand, for the most part, the final products of the problems to be analyzed are energy
expressions of one form or another. These energies turn out to be independent of the
character of ax . In any case the two pairs of constants (an , al2) and (a21 , a22)
are assumed to be positive throughout this paper. In case they are actually complex,
the following substitution is presumed:

ai2 = "ii' Realau>0; (3.34)
q22 = a2i' Reala21>0; (3.35)

which, of course, satisfy (3.31) and (3.32).
Equations (3.5), (3.11), together with the equilibrium equation (3.16), yield the

identity

[T*(V«5u) + T*(VV<5u) + T*(VVV(Su)] dv

oi 2 (3,36)
= I f-dudi'+ [ [t ■ <5u + t • dnSu + t • cT<Su] da,

Jv Jov
which may be used to establish certain useful integral identities. The result of setting
<Su = c, an arbitrary constant vector, is

L

c • [ idu + [ t da
Jv JdV

= 0, (3.37)

and the vanishing of the resultant force is a necessary condition for (3.16) to have a
solution. The result of setting Su = to x z, where 10 is an arbitrary constant vector,
is

f r r o i 1 = 0, (3.38)CO / zxidv+ / (z x t + n x t )da
Jv JdV
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and, hence, the vanishing of the moment becomes another necessary condition. The
12 1 2

rest of t and t, i.e., t • n and the full t, are self-equilibrating and, hence, may be
arbitrarily specified.

It is possible to obtain additional integral identities from (3.36), which may be-
come useful in establishing the expected new Eshelby [6, 7, 9] tensors and the asso-
ciated conservation laws (Knowles and Sternberg [14], Budiansky and Rice [1]), but
the possibility is not pursued further in this paper.

The stress equation of equilibrium, (3.16), may be written as
V • Tf + f = 0, (3.39)

where
Tf = T - V • T + V • (V • T) (3.40)

may be considered as the Cauchy stress tensor with the associated Cauchy stress
vector defined by

tc = n-Tc = t-V' •{•••}, (3.41)

where V' • {• • •} may be identified with the terms given in (3.12). It is clear that

f fdv+ ( tcda = 0, (3.42)
J V JdV

I zxfdv + f zxt'rfa = 0. (3.43)
JV JdV

The following surface integral identity will enable us to show that (3.37), (3.38) are
equivalent to the above.

Let A be an arbitrary second-order tensor. We have

f V°-A da= [ V° • {n(n • A) + [A - n(n • A)]} da
Jdv Jdv (3 44)

= / (V° • n)(n • A) da + / V° ■ [A - n(n • A)] da,
J av Jov

where V° is the plane gradient operator defined by (3.9). For a smooth closed surface
dV, the last surface integral vanishes. It follows that

[ [(V°-n)(n-A) - V°-A ]da=[ V-Ada = 0, (3.45)
JdV JdV

which is the desired identity.
In the usual continuum theory of thermodynamics, the work term is axiomatically

defined to be
n • T' • iida (3.46)

/Jdllav
pCeven if T is assumed to depend on Vu, Wu, and VWu. This led Dunn and

Serrin [5] to conclude that "a troubling aspect of all higher-grade models is that they
are in general incompatible with the usual continuum theory of thermodynamics".
They then proceeded to introduce the so-called interstitial working into the work
integral. Mindlin's derivation, however, clearly indicates that the correct work term
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is the surface integral of (3.26), and an appropriately modified continuum theory
would lead to thermodynamic compatibility. Similar discrepancies also show up in
other higher-order gradient theories (see, e.g., Gurtin [13]).

4. Stress functions. The solution to the displacement equation of equilibrium
was obtained by Mindlin in terms of the solutions to four uncoupled partial dif-
ferential equations of order six. We give a more direct deduction and show that
Mindlin's representation can be further simplified. Moreover, our deduction is con-
structive in that it lends itself to the actual construction of general solutions. The
well-known Galerkin-Somigliana and Papkovich-Neuber representations serve as the
starting point, and the component-function approach employed by Doyle [4] is then
used to reduce the system to a set of thirteen uncoupled 2nd order equations.

The displacement equation of equilibrium (3.29) is first rewritten in the form

In case of zero body force, the divergence of the above yields

+ f=0. (4.1)

D2uD2nV2V- u = 0. (4.2)

2 2Applying DuDnV to (4.1) and using (4.2), we conclude that for zero body force

D2uD2nD22lD22y u = 0, (4.3)

which, for the case e = 0, is just the well-known result that u is biharmonic. We
are thus led to the Generalized Galerkin-Somigliana Representation

^« = ^2v2g. D2 D2 - - -D2 J)2
11 12 k + 1 21 22

VV-G. (4.4)

The result of substituting (4.4) into (4.1) is

(4.5)

which, together with (4.4), completes the desired generalization.
Let the first term of (4.4) be denoted by B, i.e.,

B = D2uD2nV2G. (4.6)

Then, by (4.5),

^2 ^2 _,2„ 2
"k+ 1

D2iD2iVB = (4.7)

If the objective is to reexpress (4.4) in terms of B, the solution to a lower-order
equation, the remaining terms in (4.4) must be appropriately modified.
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We begin by expressing the solution to (4.7) in terms of three component functions
as follows:

B = B(0) + e2C21B(i) + e2C22B{2) ; (4.8)

B<0) = D22D21B, B(2) = £>22V2B, B(2) = £>2,V2B; (4.9)

V2B(0) = f; (4.10)
k + 1

,2„(1)_
K+ 1

,2 „(2) _ _2_
K + 1

D2iB =-^TTf> (4-11)

d\2B[1> = -7TT-rf; (4-12)

where
4 4

GL o i CH /)-)C„i=-T-£V. <4-13>
ap2-ap\ api-ap\

in which /? = 1, 2 ; and Cn , C,2 are defined for a similar equation to be developed
in the sequel. The validity of the above decomposition may be easily verified by
direct substitution (Doyle [4]).

The divergence of (4.6) is

D2nD22V2V-G = V B, (4.14)

which, together with the first of (4.9), yields

D2u d]2v2(Z)2, D222V • G) = V ■ B(0). (4.15)

From the identities,

V2z-F = z- V2F + 2V-F, (4.16)

Z)2 z-F = z-£>2 F-2e2a2 V-F, (4.17)afi afi afi ' v '

the following representation is conceived:

£>;,£)22V-G= iz-Bl0) + i50, (4.18)

where B0 is a new scalar function. Substituting the above into (4.15), we find that
BQ must satisfy

On D)iV2B„ = D>nz ■ f - 2ff ' 1

{D2uD22[zf- 2e2{a]] +a22)V-f] - 2e4rt2,C,,£»22V2V ■ f
K+ 1

'12C 12-2eV2 C12D2V2V-f}
(4.19)
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It follows from the above that the component representation for B0 is:

B0 = B{°]* + e2CuB(0l) + e2Cl2B™ ; (4.20)

<l)=D2nV2B0- B(2) = D2yBo- (4.21)

v2zC* = ^-[z •f - 2e>n + ■ fl; (4-22)2
K +

DuBo" = ~^T7£2<,iiv'f; <4-23>

DW = -^~,c-24)
We have thus effectively expressed the last term of (4.4) in terms of B(0) and B0 .

Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.14), we get

V2[D2,D22V ■ G - £2(C2ID22 + C22D2I)V B] = V B(0), (4.25)

which, in view of (4.16), permits the convenient representation

D2uD2nV ■ G = e2(C2]D222 + C22D22X)V B + ±z B(0) + ^0), (4.26)

where B[0 ' satisfies

V = -z • V B = 77-—pz ■ f. (4.27)

(0)

2D(0)_ „ v7^p(0) _ 2
k + r

The second term on the right-hand side of (4.4) is now expressed in terms of B and
Bg0> by (4.26). In view of (4.22) and (4.27), it is convenient to decompose 5^°'*
into two parts as follows:

B<0)* = (/> + , (4.28)

V>=-—TE\an+a\2)V-i. (4.29)

2u = (k+ 1)B- Vz-Bw + ±V[(k- 1)5„-(k+ 1)5™]

-e2(k+ \ )(C2.D2+C21D2)VV-B,

,2 J 4 _2, 2 , 2
K + 1 '

The final form of the Generalized Papkovich-Neuber Representation is obtained by
substituting (4.6), (4.18), and (4.26) into (4.4), viz.

l(0) _i_ J.T7KV _ \ \ R _ (v _i_ 1 \ O(0)1
(4.30)

., , >*7*7 - u'21 22 T 22 21'

where the last term may be further simplified by (4.8)-(4.13). The most explicit form
of the representation is

2u = [(k + 1 )B(0> - Vz • B(0) - VtfJ0']

+ £2(K+ 1) C2|B(1) + C22B<2)-(Q2, +a22)VV-B(0)

1 / .\ " 1 (4J1)
+5(^rr)^V+cll«;"+cXl)

- e4(/c + 1)VV • [C2|q21B(I) + C22a22B(2)],

where e~2(j) is the particular solution of (4.29), as the homogeneous solution, which
is harmonic, may be absorbed by B^'. The elasticity solution is recovered as e tends
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to zero. We note that each one of the component functions is governed by a second-
?(0'oorder equation. The functions B(0), B'0), and (f> are associated with the Laplacian

operator and, hence, have no boundary-layer phenomena. The functions B(a), B^
(a = 1,2) are governed by the operators defined by (3.30) and contribute to
the new boundary-layer phenomena.

For antiplane deformations defined by w3(z,, z2), we have

2u3 = {k + 1 )Bf] + e2(K + l)(C2lB{3l] + C22B(2)), (4.32)

where B^'1 are of the boundary-layer type. For plane deformations defined by
ua(zl, z2), the displacements are

2u = kB{0) - b{°} - zbB{°]a a 0, a p p ,a

(4.33)
+ s2(k + 1) [qX1' + C22B{2) - (a2l + a22)B^pa

+K^T)(Cn< + C12<'. + .-2^a)

— e (k + l)[C21a2]Bp pa + C22a22Bp pa\,

where Blf ], B^' are of the boundary-layer type. It follows that the terms B{0l)a
are expected to have the most significant contribution to the new boundary-layer
phenomena. Thus, the constants a,, and an are also expected to be more significant
than a21 and a22. We shall see that the former pair appears in all the surface
energetic expressions.

5. Boundary layer along a smooth boundary. The appearance of the small param-
eter e in the operator Dn/j defined by (3.30) indicates that the main difference
between elasticity and cohesive elasticity lies in a boundary layer. An elasticity so-
lution is but the interior solution of an associated cohesive elasticity problem. The
self-equilibrating state u = u" 1 given in (3.27) is a boundary-layer phenomenon and
was discussed by Mindlin.

To fix ideas, let us consider a body with a smooth boundary defined by z = z° .
The following traction boundary-value problem is considered for the case f = 0:

t = r(z°). (5.1)

t = £t(z° ; e), (5.2)

t = £2t(z° ; e), (5.3)

where the functions on the right-hand sides are prescribed generalized tractions,
which may be specified to depend on e. The explicit appearance of e in the gov-
erning equation (3.29) and surface-traction expressions (3.12)—(3.14) suggests the
appropriateness of a regular perturbation solution in the form

u(z, e) ~ u(0)(z) + eu(l)(z) h . (5.4)
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Since (3.29) contains only powers of e2, it is clear that both u(0> and u(1) satisfy
the ordinary elasticity equation, i.e.,

[Elasticity Operator] u(0) and u(1) = 0, (5.5)

which are of second order. The solutions to (5.5) cannot be adjusted to satisfy the
three sets of boundary conditions (5.1)—(5.3). The expansion (5.4) is thus termed
an outer-expansion (Cole [3], Van Dyke [26]). The appropriate boundary conditions
for (5.5) can only be determined from matching. To facilitate such a computation
it is necessary to set up a set of normal coordinates relative to the boundary surface
z = z° . Such coordinate systems are routinely used in the theory of shells.

Let £a (a = 1,2) denote a set of Gaussian coordinates, so that the boundary
surface is given by

z = z° = z°(£J = z°(£,, . (5.6)
The associated base vectors and first fundamental tensor are denoted by a and a „.J a ap

In addition, a third base vector a3 is identified with the normal n to the surface, so
that the position vector z becomes

z = z°(£J + £3a3, a3 = n, (5.7)

where £3 is the dimensionless distance from the surface along n. The interior of
the body, therefore, is defined by £3 < 0.

In terms of the normal coordinates a(, the displacement vector is

u(z; e) = u{Z) = u*(£,)&xls/a~i, (5.8)

so that u* are the physical components. The outer-expansion (5.4) is now rewritten
as

U ~ + euf\ia, 0K3 + • • • ]*j/y/a-j, (5.9)
which, for small values of £3, may be approximated by

r\\ ,

(5.10)
u ~ {[u^(Afx, o) + , ok3 + • ■ ■ ]

+ e[u*w(Za, 0) + , 0)£3 + •■•] + ••• }S# v -}].

The coordinate <^3 is now stretched to become a boundary-layer coordinate £ defined
by

£ = £3/£- (5-11)
The inner-expansion of the outer-expansion is obtained by substituting (5.11) into
(5.10), and the result is

u ~ , 0) + fi[«;(1)({a, 0) + , 0)] + • ■ • fy/y/a-j. (5.12)

Let T*jn)(<^(), n = 0, 1 , denote the physical components of the ordinary elasticity

stress tensors associated with the ordinary elasticity solution M*(n,(<^.), i.e.,

= 2<i + • <5J3)
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where e*. are the physical components of the ordinary strain tensor. On the surface
<j;3 = 0, we have

e33 = U3,3^a ' '

e*... = -=ua a^r 0) + — m*(^, 0) (a = 1,2; no sum'aa fa— a ,a^p ' ' ^ 3^/7' > ' ' > ' (5.14)
aa aa v '

l
e«3 - 2 1 :«;,a(^.0) + <,3(^'0)- ^^.0)/g— 3,.^' / a,3V/»' ' R

L V aa a

where Ru, Rn are the normal radii of curvature. The curvatures are positive if the
centers of curvature are on the side £3 < 0 .

The desired inner-expansion, consistent with (5.12), is

u ~{«*(0)(£q, 0) + eVj(£a, <f) H }a./y/a~, (5.15)j ' J1 V JJ

where v. are again physical components. The governing equations deduced from
(3.29) are

2 d2 \ / 2 \ 52w3
J V a'2a^2/ d£2 (5.16)

'-43(i"q"9&=o- <5i7)
The leading terms of the displacement gradient tensors are:

^33 = V3,( '

£■* = Ifu + 2e*(0) - w*<0)l •E/3a 2<-Ua,£ + Ua,31>

(5.18)
« *(0).— >

,7* _ 1
33/ _ e u/,{{'

r* - I
333/ - e2Vi,tti>

where all components are physical and refer to the base a( .
There are more than a few nonvanishing stress components associated with the

above but only the following are needed for the boundary conditions:

„* K + 1 3 - K *(0)
T-,-, = rV, . + yv, H -s ;33 K _ ] 3,f ' 3,£i£ K — 1 aQ

t-* t"-* 7 ~ *(0) *(0)r, = T , = v , + -d + 2e , - u ,;3a a3 a, C, 2 a3 a, 3 '

^333 = £aV3,(i' (5.19)

^33/? = £2(a3 + a4)v^,^ ;

T3333 = **[(/*„ + U3,{ + PV3,Kt> + ^Ie«l0>] ̂

^333a = £ + ^(/?5 + + ^3^£a, _Wa,3^-
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Finally, the leading terms of the traction vectors are obtained from (3.12)-(3.14).
They are

1 = (^31 ~ g ^33i,i + ^2 ^333i,{( j a;/V^/ ■

(520)

2 *
t = ^333,a/•

The traction boundary conditions (5.1)—(5.3) are first rewritten in terms of £, and
a,, i.e.,

t = r*Ka), t = erX»e). t = e2r*({Q; e). (5.21)
The final form of the boundary conditions is

% + r»3,{ + : °) - vli0'; (5-22)
<a - °); <5-23)

£±i»,+ (2y - a)v3 ((l + l>v, usu = ?*({„) - 0); (5.24)

2^3^,{ +2(^5 ^6)UA,{{{ — T ("»/?> J^2^ UX,3^ ' (5.25)

[2(a3 + a4) - 2^3]^,^ ~ 2(^5 + ~ ; > (5.26)
+ ^3 ~ 2(Q3 + + 2(y?5 +

=?;«„)+. o) - .») • <5'27>
The following identities, which are obtained from (3.31), will be used repeatedly:

k - 1 22 k - 1

a2l + a22 = 2'a3 + a4> ~ h • Q2la22 - 2'^S + $<)■ (5.28)

Using these identities, we find that (5.24), (5.27) are, respectively, the first integrals of
the governing equations (5.16), (5.17). The solutions to these equations, for £ < 0,
are

v, = U;{l)(Za, 0) + {u*3(°l((a , 0) + Ax//a" + Bx/'a» , (5.29)

vp = u;m(Za, 0) + Zuf^a , 0) + A2/'a» + B2//a» ; (5.30)

and

<°X.0) = ̂ | ?!(£ ) - ^-e*(0)(£ , 0)K   1 aa a (5.31)

«?X' °) - w + vX' °) - 2V3 ' °); (5-32)
where the last two conditions are the results of matching, i.e., the outer-expansion of
the inner-expansion must match the inner-expansion of the outer-expansion given by
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(5.12). Using (5.13) and (5.15), we find from the above that the boundary conditions
for the elasticity solution «* ((!; .) are just the traction conditions:

t;3(0)(£q,0) = ?X), (5.33)

and, hence, the first term of the outer-expansion (5.9) is completely defined.
The remaining boundary conditions (5.22), (5.23), (5.25), and (5.26) involve only

derivatives of v and, hence, the constant terms 0) cannot be determined
from the inner-expansion. A lengthy calculation yields the following concise results
for the other two sets of constants:

(a„n + a„2)ao,Ln — (a„n + a„. )ctn,L.. _ > /SO ̂  £2^1^2
fij ~~ I 2 . 2 n2 , 2 . 2 x2 '

(apo + ap2> ap\ \apo + ap\> 01 pi

d ~(a/10 + ap\)ap2^j2 + (ap0 + afi2^ap2^j\
flj ~ / 2 . 2 -.2 / 2 . 2 n2 ' (.J.JJj

(Q/?0 + ap2> afi\ afi2

where

"fo^ihrry. (5J6)
L3l=all<"l2^T'l({.;0); <5'")

t K ~ ^ o 2 *(0)/i: A\ . ^ — 1 r2*/tr n\ *(0), ,, -.on
32 ~ _K + | A) _ a10M3,3(£<* ' + K _)_ 1 ̂ ('•a ' ~ ^l£aa 1 > (5.38)

^p\ ~ a2\a22^P^n ' ' (5.39)

h2 = ' °) + ; 0) - 73(2e;(30) - «;(0]). (5.40)

With the exception of the terms w*(l)(£a, 0), which are but constants in the inner-
expansion (5.15), the desired two-term inner-expansion, (5.15), is now complete.

Had we actually begun with the presumption that aA are complex, (3.38) and
(3.39), then Bfjj should be replaced by and (5.34) and (5.35) still hold, as the
latter is merely the complex conjugate of the former.

6. Traction-free surface free energy. Consider now a body, of volume V and
bounding surface dV , that is completely free of external forces, i.e.,

f=TX) = rX;e) = *X;e) = 0- t6-1)
It follows from (5.33) that the first term of the outer-expansion, u*(0)(z), is identically
zero and, hence,

  J
^32 = ~ K + 1 A) ' ^31 = Lpx — Lp2 — 0, (6.2)

by (5.37)-(5.40). The inner-expansion (5.5) is merely

u = u(e) ~ (6.3)

v3 =Aneiln"+Bl3eil"'2, (6.4)
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where

^13 = ~ K _|_ 1 an(a10 + "12)^0/^1 ' (^.5)

^13 = K _j_ 1 a12(a10 + «l.)W ' (6-6)
2 2 2 2 2 2

D | (®io "I" **12) 1 — (cCjQ + Q;j|)Q:j2, (6.7)

which are determined by (5.34), (5.35).
The above solution is a self-equilibrating state and, hence, (3.31) and (3.32) apply.

Thus,

u" = (/* = AFt, f, = (6,8)

where A is the total surface area and Fs the free surface energy associated with the
traction-free surface of a completely unloaded body. The dimensional form of Fs is

Dim. F, = {k- \)bl{au -a]2)
5 2(K+l)/i/3D,

{K — 1)all al2

2 (K + 1 )/i/ (Q|q ^11^12^ — 01 \ i01 \2^a \ I

(6.9)

which was first obtained by Mindlin. Thus, to the first order of magnitude, as e —> 0,
the surface energy associated with a regular traction-free boundary of a completely
unloaded body is a material constant.

The expression (6.8) remains the same if a12 is the complex conjugate of an ,
(3.34). Since Fs must be positive, we have

(Q10 - Q11Q12) — a\la12(^l 1 al2^ ^ 0 , (6.10)

a condition that must be satisfied by the new material constants.
The surface energy given by (6.8) is the energy, per unit area, associated with the

formation of a new regular surface. The free end of a thin wire is not a regular
surface as a whole unless it is sufficiently thick, in terms of the material scale /, as
it is interacting with the free cylindrical surface. As to how thin is thin or how thick
is thick the self-equilibrating state associated with a free cylinder must be analyzed.
It goes without saying that the surface in the neighborhood of a notch (or crack) tip
is not regular in the sense that (6.8) is also not applicable. The conclusion is that
the energy required in the formation of new surfaces is not always determined by
(6.8), and many relevant self-equilibrating states must be analyzed to understand the
phenomenon. In short, the energy required to scoop a smooth marble out of a chunk
of solid, or slice it into halves, may be computed from (6.8). The so-called toughness
may not be directly obtained from the material constant F,.

Let us now consider a traction-free surface on a loaded body. To avoid the un-
necessary complication of dividing up the bounding surface into different portions,
we assume that the load is merely a body force so that the bounding surface is still
completely free. The outer-expansion u*(0)(^), (5.9), is now no longer zero. Using
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the fact that dV is traction-free, we have

= (6J"

where t*'.[J)(<^(, 0) is the surface (elasticity) stress invariant produced by the nonzero
body force f. The inner-expansion associated with the still traction-free dV is now
given by (5.15), (5.29), (5.30), (5.34), (5.35) with

L» = °. <6I2)

L, 1=0, L>2 = -a20 (6.13)
The total potential energy of the system may be computed from (3.26), (3.25), viz.

U* = ( i-udv+{-e2pJ d V-uda, (6.14)
~JV 1 JdV

as the surface dV is still free. For e = 0, we recover the ordinary elasticity potential
energy associated with the system, i.e.,

\ft-umdu, (6.15)UU = Uei= 2

where u(0)(z) = u*(0)(£).
The second integral of (6.14) is now computed to give

U* = U*El+AFs(-O, (6.16)
where, to the first order of magnitude,

F (t* ) = 1 «QQ' 2 ^ 3,33

K - 1 D 2 3 - K ,*(0)/£
/c + 1 ^'^2(7 — k) ' (aH °l\2)l^\

(6.17)

which is to be compared with (6.8). It is noted that the contributions of ul0) and va
in the surface integral of (6.14) are of one order lower than that of v} and, hence, do
not appear in (6.17). The contribution of the modulus of cohesion /?0 is a constant
triple stress, the last term of (3.21), which gives rise to Fs(0) = Fs of (6.8). It follows
that the interaction between /?0 and f, which gives rise to r*(a0) , is

A F = F (t*(0>) - F =- [l~K\y t*"V, (6.18)i jV cm ) s 2(7 - K)Pq aa s

which is negative if the surface stress (not to be confused with surface tension, a term
that is deliberately avoided in our presentation) invariant r*Ja) is positive. The total
potential energy of the system now becomes

U* = U*E] + AFs + A(AFs). (6.19)
Now consider an infinite slab of thickness H with a cylindrical hole of radius R .

The slab is uniformly stretched at infinity by a tensile stress t = aer while er is the
unit radial vector. The elasticity potential energy is

U*EX = UL- U{K^X)o2R2H , (6.20)
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where is the energy associated with the slab without the hole and the second term
is the so-called flaw (hole) energy (Sih and Liebowitz [23]). The cohesive elasticity
potential energy may be obtained from (6.16) and (6.17) with

t*(0^ = 2cr + 2va = K a (plane strain). (6.21 )7

Thus,
r — k\v

Fs, (6.22)U =UEX+ 2nRH i — (3:*)yg

and the change of U* associated with a hypothetical hole expansion is
dU* n(K+ 1) 2 . „— ———-HRa +2 nH _ (3 - K)y _

4/?0
F, (6.23)dR :

where the first term is the elasticity potential energy release rate. The vanishing of
(6.23) is the condition for the hypothetical expansion and the elasticity counterpart
of such a condition is the Griffith criterion

_*(* + 1 ̂  HRa2 + 2nHF — 0. (6.24)
2 5

The relevancy or irrelevancy of the hypothetical expansion condition is not the pur-
pose of our discussion. Rather, we use (6.23), (6.24) to illustrate the main difference
between cohesive elasticity and elasticity. The surface energy term is a part of the
total potential energy computed from the field solution in (6.23), whereas it is merely
an appended side condition in (6.24). Moreover, the role of the interaction energy,
(6.18), is apparent in (6.23).

7. Interfacial energies. Let us now assume that the upper and lower half spaces
V± are taken from two different solids. We propose to glue them together, by a layer
of adhesive of vanishing thickness, to form a composite body V. Such a process
cannot be nontrivially defined by the ordinary theory of elasticity. Noting that the
most striking difference between elasticity and cohesive elasticity is the existence of
a constant triple stress Tti/J = e"P0, (3.21), we assume that the desired adhesion
is the result of a singular variation in /?0 . Moreover, the two half spaces V± are
assumed to be identical in every respect other than the possibility of a difference in
(i0. Before proceeding, it is convenient to summarize the relevant one-dimensional
theory as follows:

+ ̂ 4^ = 0; (7.1)

(7.2)

(7.3)

h = ^0 + ' (7-4)

The stress concentration factor is 2.
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where v(£) is the v3 of (5.16), (5.22)-(5.24), and the possibility of a spatially varying
P0 is retained in the equation of equilibrium (7.1). The above equations are to be
applied to V defined by ^ ^ 0 in which the modulus of cohesion /?0 is assumed
to be of different constant values P^ . In addition, fi0 is assumed to have certain
singular behaviors at £ - 0. Specifically, we assume that

P0«) = Po + (< - PoW) + > (7-5)
where 50(£) and S(£) are, respectively, the unit step function and delta function,
such that

^<50(o = «j(o, j+2mdz = i. (v.6)
The constant is a new parameter characterizing the adhesion. For convenience,

rmc rvf \/p>t ar»hpr norQmpfprit is defined in terms of yet another parameter , the modulus of cohesion of the
adhesive material, by the expression

o* _  (Qll + al2)QllQ12  oA (-1 n\
Po - , 2 \2 , . 2 \Po ' v'-'J

(Q|0 aH0ll2' alla12^all a12'

where the dimension of the dimensional form of the factor, which is introduced for
convenience (c.f. (6.9), (6.10), (3.34)), is / and

Dim. /?o =b£ = nl2tf , (7.8)
so that the interpretation of (7.5) is dimensionally correct.

The solution satisfying (7.1) and r*(0) = 0 is

v± ,((i) = A±e^/a" + B±e:raa'2 (£5 0), (7.9)

where the four constants A± , B± must now be determined to meet the implication of
(7.5). It follows from all the above relations and additional continuity requirements
that

u+,{«(0)-«-,K{(0) = -i(/?0+-/?"); (7.10)P
A^(0)-<r,^(0 ) = (7.11)

t/+,<(0) = i; ,{(0); (7.12)

!3+(0) = !-(0); (7.13)

(0) = r3 (0) (identity), (7.14)

where the last condition is identically satisfied if (7.10) and (7.12) are met. It is also
clear from (7.13) and (7.2) that, in addition to (7.10) and (7.11), the 4th and 5th
derivatives of v are also discontinuous, even though the generalized tractions are all
continuous. The condition (7.12) conforms with the ordinary elasticity requirement,
as there is no concentrated force in the problem.
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The four constants obtained from the application of (7.10)—(7.13) are

(7.15)
A±= (K-l)

2(k + 1)

B± = (K-1)

(a1Q + Q12)qii nA Pp Pq
Pr, +

2(k+ 1)

n *0 -r- 2
u\ a12-(

(a10 + aii)ai2 pA ^ Pq ~~ A
n ^0 ' 2 2

1 a12 an
(7.16)

where D{ is given by (6.7). The combination of (7.9) is a self-equilibrating state, as
far as the composite body V is concerned, and (3.26) gives the potential energy for
the system

U* = ATj, (7.17)

' 4(k+1) Dx a! lQi2(al 1 q12)
(7.18)

where T7 is the interfacial free energy. Since the interfacial free energy must be
nonnegative, we have

Pi > Pirn =
(aio a\ian) _ j

(Qji + a^) anai2
, (7.19)

Pa + Pn
where the right-hand side is positive by (6.10).

The energy of adhesion, EAd, is defined as the amount of work necessary to
increase the separation of two surfaces from zero to infinite distance, and is defined
by (Murr [22])

EM = Fs+ + ^-r,, (7.20)
where F* are computed by (6.8). The energy of adhesion must also be nonnegative.
Thus,

2 \2 , n+ o~\2

In summary, we have

Perfect Adhesion:

Pi < Pm = Pi + Po + , '° 12 12 - jH+ '° ; • (7-21)
(ail al2> Q11Q12 (P0 P0 '

Pim<Pi<PiM; (7.22)

Pi = Pirn > TI = 0' £Ad = Fs+ + FS~ > ^
Adhesionless Adhesion:

/?o=C> r, = K + Fs> ^Ad = 0- (7-24)
For the case of identical V± , i.e., Pq = /?0~ = P0 , we have

0 = Pim<pi<PiM = 2(i0. (7.25)
It is seen from (7.9), (7.15), and (7.16) that

v = 0 for Pq = p~ = p0, p£ = 0; (7.26)

v,i = v}( of (6.4), for Pl = p~ = pQ, fi* = 2pQ . (7.27)
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The last condition indicates that the traction-free solution is recovered via the singu-
larity representation (7.5) without the specific stipulation that the generalized trac-

1 2
tions t3 and r3 be zero. In this connection, it is more convenient to interpret the
singular /?0-variation of (7.1) as the body force, i.e.,

/(0 = ^- (7.28)dZ
Thus, the solution to two disjointed half spaces, in the sense of (7.27), may be
obtained from the solution to a full space subjected to a suitably defined singular
body force. This observation opens up the possibility of defining a microcrack via
the introduction of singular body force systems. A crack is termed a microcrack if its
dimensionless length is of the order of e and, as a result, every term of the governing
equation (4.1) is of the same order, as the independent variable z must be rescaled
by e. The explicit component-function representation obtained in Sect. 4, together
with the above body-force observation, lead us to believe that an explicit solution
for the microcrack problem is an achievable goal. This problem is being pursued by
us.

In terms of cohesive elasticity, which is still a crude continuum model for solids, a
grain boundary or an interphase-interface is but a special adhesive boundary. Thus,
dilferent physical interpretations could be assigned to the quantities /?Q4, 1^ , and
Ekd . When a grain boundary meets a free surface, a thermal groove profile for grain
boundary-surface equilibrium may be induced. If the angle sustained by the groove
is , then the grain boundary free energy rgb , which may be identified with T, of
(7.8), is

Fgb - 2^Cos(Qv/2). (7.29)
The groove configuration is a singular boundary layer phenomenon, in terms of our
analytical treatment, and must be analyzed separately. It is now also possible to
refine the mathematical definition of an interfacial crack—another class of singular
problems to be solved.

8. Thin film energy and the concept of an interface-phase. A layer of solid is called
a plate if its thickness is much larger than the material length scale /. It is termed a
film if its dimensionless thickness is of the order of e . The governing equations for
a free film are just (7.1)—(7.4), and the boundary conditions are

?3 = t3 = r3 = 0 at £ — ±h , (8.1)

where 2h is the dimensionless thickness. The solution is

v(£) =

where

(K+l)D.(h) -a^C^io + «p)Sinh-^-Sinh —

+a]2{a2w + a"n )Sinh-^-Sinh-^-
a,l a,2

■2)

D{(h) = au {a]{) + ttp)~Cosh- — Sinh— a\i(a\o + an )"Cosh —Sinh-^- , (8.3)
an a, 2 ai2 a\\
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which is to be compared with Z), of (6.3)-(6.7).
The above solution is self-equilibrating, and (3.27) still applies. The total potential

energy for the system is

Ff = e-—rfio(an - a^Sinh—Sinh—/D{(h), (8.5)
ft T 1 ^11 ^ 1

lim FF(h) = e-——/]0h/(aw-aua[2), (8.7)

u =AFp, (8.4)
K - 1 „2, 2 2 ,c. , h h)Sinh—Sinh-

"l12

where Ff is the film free energy, per unit area of the film, which is to be compared
with (6.8). We have

lim Fp(h) = 2F , (8.6)
h—* oo

where Fs is the free-surface free energy (6.8). The limit simply states the fact that
the free surfaces of a (thick) plate do not interact. As h tends to zero, we have

k - 1 „2,_ „ 4 2 2
"K+l

which is to be interpreted as the mathematical approximation for FF(h), for small
values of h . Since Ff must be nonnegative, we have (c.f. (3.34))

2
Q10 ^ allal2' (8-8)

It follows from the above that (6.10) may be replaced by

2 1 /2
Q10 _ allQ12 > (Qll +al2)(alla12) ' (^-^)

Here we see that material-parameter properties are not solely governed by the pos-
itive definiteness of the strain energy density (c.f. the paragraph before (3.34)). It
is anticipated that many, many more conditions of the kind will eventually come
out of many different physical situations. It can be easily checked that Ff is a
monotonically increasing function of h .

Gluing two half spaces and a layer together, the layer in between is termed an
interface-phase if its dimensionless thickness is of the order of e . Let us assume
that the two half spaces are identical, so that only half of the symmetric problem
needs to be analyzed. The set of equations (7.1)—(7.4) still applies, and the lower
half of the problem is defined by

\»({) ' I /),, ({<-*).
We still keep the simple assumption that all the other material properties are the
same for both the half spaces and the layer.

The associated self-equilibrating solution is

v1 ,A£) = —Cosh^ + — Cosh^- + ^—\p'jh2 (-/r<f<0), (8.11)
5 ctx ( a]{ Qp an K + 1

V (f) = + !^e(t+h)lan (8.12)
Qn (It 12
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where

An = -A Sinh—, B„ = -B Sinh—; (8.13)
Q11 Q12

A = A*I fcosh— + Sinh—^ , B = B*/ fcosh— + Sinh—^ ; (8.14)
V a\ 1 a\ 1 / V q12 q12 /

K-mi B. = _ a'I2
an - aj, K + 1 h2 ' Qp - a2, K + 1 /r

The total potential energy of the system is again given by (3.27) except that /?0(£)
is now the function defined by (8.11). We have

U* = AYn, (8.16)

k- l \ (y?'

//'

il\2

K + 1 7 /?Vi2 - aj.)

X

12 ^U*

2 ^ACosh — anSinh — ^ a2 f/?Cosh — a..Sinh —
Q12 Qll/ _ V Q11 «11
h h h hSinh h Cosh— Sinh h Cosh—

a\2 al2 QU a\\
(8.17)

where Yu is the interface-phase free energy, per unit area of the interface, which is
to be compared with r, of (7.18) where the interface-phase was taken as an idealized
dividing surface. We have

Kmr^A) = £ (^"p4) (£o)2/3aual2(an + al2), (8.18)

which is to be taken as the mathematical limit of Tn , for small values of h . It is
noted from (8.17) and (8.18) that Tn is always positive, regardless of the sign in
front of /?q in (8.10). In other words, rn remains the same for

C2 i (-A<<H<0). (8.19)

The difference between the above and (8.11) lies in the fact that

P0(Z)<fi0, /?o(0) =/?o — i/?0' for (8.11),
0o(Z)>Po, W = + for (8.19).

(8.20)

The strength of such a joint is dictated by the minimum value of /?0(£).
The P0(£) variation defined by (8.10) is arbitrary. It is used to illustrate the

meaning of an interface-phase. However, it is clear that P0(€) may be required to
yield a minimum for Tn . This proposition is not pursued further in this paper. It
is also apparent that the energy associated with a film deposited on top of a substrate
can also be meaningfully defined.
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9. Stretching of thin films. Consider now a (thin) film occupying the region

\z3\ < eh or |£| < h, (9.1)

where £ = z3/e . The film is biaxially stretched, so that

U j = Ci j Zy , — ̂ 22^2 - ^3 ^^ (*») s (9*2)

where en and e22 are the constant elasticity strains. For convenience, we define tn
and t22 by

k + 1 3 - K

K + 1 3 - K

/V -r 1 J — A,

Tn = reii+ ~ t£22' (9-3)

Tz2 ~ K - 1 En + K - 1 £" '

which are obtained by substituting en , e22, e33 = 0 into the ordinary stress-strain
relation with k being the first expression (not the plane-stress version) of (3.18).

In terms of cohesive elasticity, the nonzero components of the strains are

E\\— en> ^22 ~ £22 ' ^33 ~ v ■
1 „ 1 (9.4)
eE333- pV'K' ^333 _ 2V >((i

The nonzero components of the stresses are

3 - KT — x +qq aa K-\v'S+yi v'iit (a = 1, 2; no sum); (9.5)

r33 = K _ 1 (£n + £22) + K _ 1 v ,(+yv ,((( ; (9.6)

T333 = eav,((\ (9.7)

r311 = ^131 = ^322 = ^232 = £(Q1 + \a2>V '{{ ' (9-8)

^3333 = £ [(^0 + ^ ^1 1 £22^1' (9-9)

Tap33 = £ { 5 [^1 (ei 1 + e22>^afi + ^2£«/?l (9 10)

+ j[/?o + (?1 + J'3)t' >£ +(2/?) + A3 + 2^ + 2^5)W ]<5q/?} ;

"^33a/3 ~ £ {3^1^11 + £22^ap + ^3£a/?] (911)

+ + (^i + y2>v'(+(2^1 + 2/?2 + ^3)^ ]^};

^aflyd = £ + £22^apyS + + Eay^/iS + E/3y^aS^

+ iy?,(SalieyS + Sa7Sll6 + SpyEad) (9"12^

+ \[P0 + ?\V 'i+2P\V 'Hi^aPyd} '
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The governing equation for v is just (7.1), and the traction-free conditions on
£ = ±h are

K+ 1
K - 1

' 2 d2 \( 2 d2 \ dv
a,,d{2) [ ande)di

,4d v nd v

+ —^e„ = 0, (9.13)K - 1 aa

The solution is

(a-y)—-£—= 0, (9.14)
d(2 d('

y^„ + h+y% + e~i=°- c-u)

(9'16)

where
, K — 1 2,2 2 Sc- , hA = -—^Tai\(aw + an)Smh—

K — 1 2/2 2 , h
',°+ '~ k+T'16"

5 = —j-j-ai2(a10 + an)SinhQ
n 'o+(*-j£f7k

/ (9.17)

£>,(/*), (9.18)

in which Dx{h) is just the expression given by (8.3). The solution reduces to (8.2),
which was obtained for a film with a fixed edge, when £ = 0.

On the cross-section z, = constant, the stress-traction is

t = 'nei» 'i i (*=) ~ T\ i - 2T3i i 3 + 37*331 ] 33, (9.19)

which follows from (3.12). It is noted that the stress-traction is no longer independent
of the thickness coordinate. We have

/„(£) = *„+*(£), (9.20)

t(£) = K _ \ v +(2y1 +72" 2a;i ~~ a2^v >{{{ +(2/?, + P2 + /?3)t> • (9.21)

Similarly, the stress-traction on the cross-section z2 = constant is

t = ;22e2 ' ^22(<»)fl ̂22 — 2^322,3 + ^^3322,33 ' (9.22)
/22(£) = t22 + t(£). (9.23)

The average of t(£) over the thickness is
rh

3 - k . ^d2v(h) „ . ^d*v(h)
K _ i u(^) + (2"/i + ^2 ~ 2ai ~ h ^ + + ^3) ^4

F(h),
K2- 1

£0 + fy, - ) £„3 - k)
-e -

K + 1
(9.24)
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where

F[l0=^4
K + 1 - (2^i + y2 - 2a\ - ai) - (2fii + 2Vi + ^)(a - y)!P

x (a7, - a?9)Sinh-^-Sinh-^-//zZ), (h).
a„ al2

(9.25)
The averaged forms of (9.20) and (9.23) are

<rn> = Tn + <T>' (t22> = t22 + <T> • (9-26)

A necessary condition for a film of finite size to be completely free is (?,,) = (t12) = 0.
It follows that there exists an e° such that

0 4 o /fl£11 e22 £ ' T11 T22 ^ _ J £ ' (9.27)

2(7-k) o
k + 1 a+"'-§tt')2,c' F(h) = 0, (9.28)

where the last condition is merely the requirement that (/,,) = (tn) = 0. The
associated solution, therefore, is self-equilibrating, and (3.27) again applies. The
total potential energy of the system is

1
U=AFp, Ff = Po+ y)2« , (9.29)

3 - K \ 0
 v 1 7 r
K + 1 .

where Ff is the film free energy associated with a film with a fixed edge, (8.5).
The new film free energy F* is associated with a film with a free edge. It must be
nonnegative and also less than Ff , and hence

3 - k \ „ o
k+T '-i8o<()'r—<°- (9.30)

It can be shown that for positive /?0 , which is presumed throughout this paper, a
material volume contracts in the presence of a traction-free surface. For example,
v,^ of (8.2) is negative. It follows that e° < 2 which, together with the second
inequality of (9.30), implies that

3-k 2(k-1) 3 - k , , „ ^ i \= + (9-31)

The first of (9.30) and (9.28) leads to the conclusion that

F{h) = 3 Ky~ (2y, + 72 - 2a, - a2) - (2/31 + 2fi2 + 03)(a - y)/fiK+ 1 FJefi,02<0,Jo

(9.32)
if

1 < k < 3, (9.33)
which is a condition for the ordinary theory of elasticity. Since Ff is positive, we
have

3 " K y - (27, + y2 - 2a, - a2) - (2/?, + 2fi2 + 03)(« - y)/>3 < 0. (9.34)K+ 1
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A unidirectional tension test, in the zx -direction, performed on the free film is
defined by

0 0 /A 1 C\£,,=£ + <?,,, £„ = £ +<?„, (9.35)[1 — ° i c ] i > °22 — ° ' c22 '

, , «: + 1 3 - k
^22) - ^ZTJe22 + (3 - k)2 f 3 - k . ,+ y. - t7 f(h) eaa = 0>

(9.36)K2 - 1 V' K + 1

<?!,) = 2(eu-e22), (9.37)

where (9.36) has been used in defining (fn). The vanishing of (t22), (9.36), yields

en = -^G(h), (9.38)

where

1" ('■ " FW0(h) = K + 1 / 3 - K \ , '

(9.39)
It follows from (9.31), (9.32), (9.33), and (9.25) that

G[h)>\, lim G(h) = 1 . (9.40)
h—>oc

The tension-test result finally becomes

<'.!>= 2 1 + L-HG(h) eu. (9.41)

If the film is actually a plate, i.e., h —> 00 , the elasticity result is recovered, i.e.,

<'il) = 1~Y~eu = 2(1 +v)en (Elasticity), (9.42)

where 2{\+v) is to be identified with Young's modulus, as Dim.(?n) = n{tn) ■ The
cohesive elasticity solution is

(tu) = {2(l+i/) + ^[G(h)~ 1]}^,. (9.43)

It follows from (9.40) that the apparent modulus for a film is greater than Young's
modulus and, in fact, is size dependent. It is widely known that the apparent strengths
of some materials are effected by strain gradients. Using a couple-stress theory,
which employs only a portion of the strain gradients, Mindlin [15] was able to show
a reduction in stress-concentration factor around a small hole. The above result is
consistent with the general belief that increasing strain gradients appear to make some
materials stronger. Finally, the analysis of this section has essentially established the
groundwork for a new plane-stress theory suitable for films.

10. Concluding remarks. The inclusion of higher-order gradients of displacements
in a continuum theory leads to boundary-layer phenomena that are absent in all grade-
1 theories of which the ordinary theory of elasticity is a special case. This character
may be exploited to facilitate the introduction of nontrivial self-equilibrating states,
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so that surface phenomena of solids may be defined by special displacement fields. If
material isotropy is presumed, a theory must include at least the first three gradients
of the displacements before a material constant can be introduced to capture the
desired surface phenomena (Mindlin [17]). This is the grade-3 theory of Mindlin and
the constant that gives rise to all the surface phenomena was termed the modulus of
cohesion by him. It is for this reason that we have coined the name cohesive elasticity.

The most striking approach in Mindlin's formulation is the inclusion of the linear
term e P0Ejijj in the strain energy-density W of (3.17). It gives rise to a constant
triple stress and leads to the concise energy expression U* of (3.27). This practice,
however, is a matter of convenience in the sense that one could have left the term
out of W but introduced the constant triple stress as an initial or residual state.
In fact, one could have interpreted the triple stress as a special body force in the
sense of (7.28). The important point is that, however we interpret it, it is possible to
introduce a new constant to generate a self-equilibrating state.

It is, of course, completely legitimate to include the linear term Eii in the elasticity
version of strain energy-density. Such a term may also be interpreted as an initial
or residual stress. The stress, however, must be completely relieved in the presence
of a free boundary, as elasticity equations do not exhibit boundary-layer behavior
and, as a result, the exercise leads to no useful results. It is obviously for this reason
that a grain with an eigenstrain must interact with a nontrivial surrounding (Mura
[21], Eshelby [8]). A nontrivial displacement field is associated with a free grain
according to cohesive elasticity. We have analytically defined the meaning of grain
boundary energy in Sec. 7. Unlike ordinary elasticity, cohesive elasticity requires
the implementation of corner (boundary) conditions in case the boundary is not a
smooth surface. In this connection, it is instructive to recall the presence of a corner
force in a plate theory (a grade-2 theory). A notch- or crack-tip and a corner on a
grain are among many meaningful problems to be analyzed. Even the meaning of a
concentrated force may be reexamined. We have already found that the displacement
under a point load is finite.

A grade-2 theory contains couple stress and double stress. It is mathematically
more tractable than a grade-3 theory and also exhibits boundary-layer behavior. How-
ever, since it is not possible to include a term linear in Ejjk in W , it is not possible
to introduce a material constant to induce a self-equilibrating state for defining, say,
surface free energy. On the other hand, one could introduce an initial or residual
double stress, instead of triple stress, to induce a self-equilibrating system. The con-
stant double stress is not a material constant any longer, but is still associated with
a special chunk of a material. This possibility may turn out to be a simpler way of
generating the desired surface phenomena.

Higher gradient theories were the popular topics of research of the sixties. Of
the many known published results, Mindlin's work consistently placed the most em-
phasis on relating to real microscopic phenomena of solids. If the goal of today's
micromechanics initiative is actually aiming at establishing physically relevant micro-
continuum mechanics field theories, then Mindlin's works are indeed of a pioneering
nature and should be carefully reexamined.
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Every time the word continuum is mentioned, the term constitutive relation fol-
lows. One of the commonly asked questions during the sixties was how to determine
the so many constants involved in a grade- n theory. It is our belief now that the
negative implication of the question was a result of our preoccupation with the term
constitutive relation which, in one way or another, is perceived as a response to a
uniform sample. The existence of a uniform sample, say, the tension specimen, is a
consequence of the assumption that the behavior of a solid is completely character-
ized by Ejj . While the concept of Cauchy stress and stress vector is not dependent
on the former presumption, they are actually consistent in that the components of
the surface traction vector would turn out to be just the appropriate components of
the stress tensor if the latter were defined in terms of a strain energy-density via the
stationary potential energy approach of Sec. 2. It is clear from Sec. 2 that once higher
gradients are included the exact meaning of a Cauchy stress becomes vague and the

o
direct connection between stress and stress vector t is gone. In general, there is
no uniform sample to speak of anymore. Many new nontrivial problems of a more
fundamental nature must first be solved before new test specimens can be devised.
The surface free energy, unidirectional test solution, and point load solution (not
included in this paper) are but a few of the anticipated test configurations.

No continuum field theories can be one hundred percent physical. For example,
it could be argued that Young's modulus should be derived from more fundamen-
tal physical constants, but the "correct" Young's modulus is always measured from
a tension specimen, which was designed in accordance with the mathematical so-
lution that a — P/A and £ = A/L. It is our belief that many, many more P/A
formulas must and will be discovered in the future. Finally, in connection with fail-
ure, the all important Eshelby tensor must be modified. The tensor itself could be
straightforwardly defined by casting the spatial derivatives of W into a divergence
free form, but the associated conservation laws remain to be examined. It is even
possible to couple the current grade-3 theory with a higher-order diffusion equation,
the Cahn-Hilliard equation (Cahn and Hilliard [2], Gurtin [13]), so that the modulus
of cohesion will depend on concentration and one of the diffusion coefficients will
depend on the triple stress. It is perhaps time again to reexamine the role of higher
gradients in our pursuit for the understanding of failure of solids.
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